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Predicting Holy Monday
(MET Gala 2023) 

Griffin Conley,
Sophomore Writer

With Holy Monday on the horizon for May, I thought it would be fun to get a jump-
start on the fashion reporting for the Bullsheet. With the theme of Karl Lagerfeld: A 
Line of Beauty, I think it would be fun to try to predict some red carpet trends. 

First and foremost, any celebrity that chooses to play it safe will be seen in tweed. 
Thanks to Lagerfeld bringing a defibrillator to the brand in the 1980s, Chanel’s tweed 
lineage, descending from Miss Coco herself, was cemented. Whether it is vintage 
Chanel outfits, like Olivia Rodrigo’s infamous pink White House suit or another house 
doing their take on tweed, expect to see your favorite A-listers looking like they’re 
fresh from the pages of Ivy Style: Radical Conformists. 

Another Chanel inspired look might be something alpiney. While his last collection 
for Chanel before his passing was meant for Grenoble or some other French slope, ce-
lebrities might be busting out the performance wear. While down jackets and merino 
wool might not be ideal for the first Monday of May, it may be the most appropriate to 
his legacy.

Controversially, I hope to see fur (Sorry, Abby and Micah). Karl Lagerfeld brought 
back fur with Fendi, and I think it should not be ignored. Whether it is opera-esque 
fur stole or some tame fur accessory(think wrap or clutch), it should be done. If a bold 
designer is feeling confident, we could see a ball down of mixed materials including 
fur. 

If you thought I would write this and not talk about sweatpants gate, you are mistak-
en. If we are lucky, a designer may be tongue in cheek and do garments done in Terry 
cloth. If this occurs it is more than likely to be seen on a man taking a departure from 
the black tuxedo, but still not committing to a MET Gala theme. 

Speaking of tuxedos. I would not be surprised if we witness men trying to wear black 
tuxedos with even blacker acetate sunglasses. How can we fault them for failing to 
dress up, if their outfit IS Karl???!!!!
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MET GALA DRINKING GAME Griffin Conley,
Sophomore Writer

Take a shot:
• For every Chanel minaudiere 
• If a celebrity not “endorse” Karl Lagerfeld or brings up his “unsavory” 

history
• If someone informs us their outfit is vintage.
• If someone looks high and mighty for wearing vintage Patou or Chloé 

instead of Chanel or Fendi
• For every story reminding us that either they truly knew “Karl” or their 

fun times together
• Everytime you see black sunglasses
• For every Famous Parent + Famous Kid(s)

Finish your drink:
• If a celebrity says Karl Lagerfeld was from a “different time”
• If a celebrity gets mistaken and thinks the Gala theme is Coco Chanel
• If someone other than Jamie Lee Curtis tries to make a point about Nepo-

tism
• If Kim Kardashian ruins another dress
• Someone asks “who’s Karl?”

Mick’s Final Remarks Mick,
Works for the Bullsheet

This is my final Bullsheet of the semester. I have some advice:
• Study for your finals
• Love your friends
• Love your family
• Make sure to take out the trash
• Brush your teeth
• Go to Doobie Palooza
• Give out declining if you have extra
• Keep reading the Bullsheet
• Give me 5 bucks 
• Bring back high fives
• Go to the Cidery
• Have fun
• Take a shower
• Do you homework
• Get some sleep
• Make sure to set your alarm


